
Celebrity Style Spotlight: Iconic Judith Leiber Handbags in 
Pop Culture

Judith Leiber bags have been providing a stylish finishing touch since 1963 and have 
become synonymous with exquisite style, elegance, and timeless sophistication. 

With designs ranging from classic to novelty, there is a handbag to suit every taste and 
personality, which is why celebrities worldwide have rocked Judith Leiber at various 
premieres, award shows, and other red carpet events. Here is a rundown of some of the 
iconic Judith Leiber clutch and handbags in pop culture.

Blake Lively’s Custom Rhinestone Clutch
The effortlessly stylish Blake Lively caught the attention of a crowd at the 2022 Met Gala, 
expertly following the theme, ‘In America: An Anthology of Fashion.’ The stunning fashionista 
proved she has exceptional attention to detail with a New York City-inspired dress, which 
transformed from shimmering rose gold, a homage to the Empire State Building, to reveal a 
jaw-dropping blue train influenced by Grand Central Station’s constellations.

The talented actress paired her mesmerizing, gilded glamor gown with a custom-made 
Judith Leiber rhinestone clutch bag. The unique design was even personalized to feature the 
family surname ‘Reynolds,’ as well as each member’s first initial ‘B,’ ‘R,’ ‘J,’ and ‘I.’

Kim Kardashian and the French Fries Rainbow Clutch
Kim Kardashian knows how to stand out from the crowd at any event, which is why she often 
turns to Judith Leiber bags for a head-turning style. The stunning TV star and 
businesswoman is well-regarded for crafting iconic outfits time and again, which is one of 
many reasons why she is internationally adored. Few fashionistas will forget the moment 
she paired a pink Versace mini dress with the Judith Leiber French Fries Rainbow clutch at 
the What Goes Around Comes Around anniversary celebration in 2018. The petal pink 
container provides a stylish finishing touch and features life-like fries that will sparkle and 
shine on any outfit.
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Katy Perry and the Mushroom Clutch
There is no doubt Katy Perry and Judith Leiber are a match made in fashion heaven. The 
hitmaker’s quirky style lends itself perfectly to distinctive Judith Leiber couture handbags, 
and vice versa. As the Firework singer is no stranger to pop inspired culture bags, it made 
sense for Judith Leiber to collaborate with the superstar to create an iconic handbag.

The Mushroom crystal clutch became the icon of Katy Perry’s concert tour “Play” and 
sparkled thanks to the red and champagne crystals. Also, the bold pearlized stones added 
an extra layer of elegance, glamor, and drama, which helped make the limited edition Judith 
Leiber clutch so popular among fans and fashionistas.

The Stack of Cash Clutch Worn by Beyonce and Jennifer Lopez
Beyonce’s fashion sense is as powerful as her vocals, ensuring she attracts attention on any 
red carpet. The style queen sets the standard at any event she attends, as she is not afraid 
to match bold and bright outfits with distinctive accessories to create an unforgettable look.

The successful music artist has rocked many beautiful looks throughout the years, but few 
rival the figure-hugging, sparkling beige dress Beyonce wore to the Shawn Carter 
Foundation gala in 2019, which she paired with an attention-grabbing Stack of Cash Billions 
Judith Leiber purse.

It isn’t the first time the crystal-covered bag has appeared at a red carpet event, either. 
Jennifer Lopez famously held a Stack of Cash Rich couture clutch at a Hustlers premiere in 
2019. The crystal-covered Judith Leiber handbag features a gold plated money wrap, which 
paired beautifully with her gorgeous Maison Yeya yellow ruffle dress.

Margot Robbie and the Brick Phone Clutch
Margot Robbie wasn’t afraid to adopt bold and beautiful looks for various Barbie premieres 
across the world in 2023. Naturally, the talented Australian actress turned to Judith Leiber to 
create an iconic look inspired by the classic doll’s outfits throughout the decades.

It is hard to forget the Day to Night CEO outfit Margot Robbie wore to the Seoul premiere, as 
she wore a hot pink skirt-suit, tie-neck top, and white and polka dot pink hat to match the 
doll’s famous 80s outfit, which she paired with a crystal-covered Judith Leiber Brick Phone 
Text Me clutch. It has the shape of an old-school cell phone with a touch of sparkle that 
Barbie would proudly use day or night. It is one of many iconic clutch designs waiting for you 
in the Judith Leiber collection.

Zendaya’s Miniature Carriage Clutch
Who could forget Zendaya’s Cinderella-inspired outfit at the 2019 Met Gala? Wearing a blue 
Tommy Hilfiger gown with a powder blue tulle overlay that is fit for a princess, the talented 
actress added romance and whimsy with a matching blue headband and a Judith Leiber 
miniature carriage clutch. All eyes went straight to the purse, as it sparkled against the blue 
dress thanks to its silver crystals and gold detailing, creating an enchanting aesthetic to 
match the classic tale. The outfit was hard to beat at the event, as she paired the beautiful 
accessories with a magic wand that illuminated the skirt for a touch of Disney magic. 
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Emily Blunt’s Pearl Bow Envelope Clutch
Emily Blunt became the personification of chic elegance at the Oscars 2023. The beautiful 
English actress wore a sleek white Valentino dress, revealing her slender shoulders and 
neck, which she co-ordinated with a Judith Leiber Pearl Bow Envelope Clutch. The soft, 
sparkly bag added to the beauty of the floor-length gown, featuring handset crystals and 
pearlized stones with a custom bow brooch. The simple yet stylish look proved less can be 
more, as the beauty of her gown and accessories ensured the stunning star turned many 
heads on the historic red carpet.

Conclusion
Every Judith Leiber bag is worthy of a place on a red carpet, which is why countless 
celebrities have turned to the unique designs year after year. Many world-famous celebrities 
have fabulously worn the couture clutches to award shows, premieres, charitable events, 
and more, such as Suki Waterhouse, Sienna Miller, Lady Gaga, Sarah Jessica Parker, and 
the Kardashian-Jenners, to name a few. 


